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ACCESSORY KIT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
BASE ACCESSORY MODELS 1BS0450, 1BS0451, 1BS0452

FOR 5 THRU 15 TON SPLIT SYSTEM INDOOR UNITS AND
7-1/2 THRU 15 TON SPLIT-SYSTEM HEAT PUMP INDOOR UNITS
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GENERAL

This instruction covers the field assembly and installation of
these base accessories.

These bases are finished to match the exterior of the indoor
units and are designed to raise vertical units 20" (Models
IBS0450 and IBS0451) and 24" (Model IBS0452) above the
floor. Refer to Figure 1 for a typical installation.

An access opening can be cut through the back panel of
either base accessory to accommodate outdoor air ductwork.
The interior of the base section will have to be insulated by
the installer for such applications.

INSTALLATION

BASE ACCESSORY MODELS 1BS0450 & 1BS0451

Assemble this accessory per Figure 2 and the following
instructions.

1. Position the side panels so that the flanges with the
retainer nuts are facing front.

2. Position the end flanges of the back panel inside the
back flanges of the side panels, and secure them with
four 1/4" machine screws and four #10 tapping screws.

3. Position the end flanges of the two support angles inside
the front flanges of the two side panels and secure them
with eight #10 tapping screws.

NOTE: Recheck Figure 2 for the proper orientation of
these two support angles.

4. Tip the indoor unit over onto its back, remove its bottom
panel and save both the panel and the screws.

5. Secure the partially assembled base to the bottom of the
unit with eight #10 tapping screws.

6. Attach one #10 speed nut to the center hole of the bot-
tom flange on the two side panels of the base accessory.

7. Secure the bottom panel removed in step 4 to the bottom

8. Secure the front panel to the front of the base with four
1/4" machine screws.

9. Return the unit with base to the vertical position.

BASE ACCESSORY MODEL 1BS0452

Assemble this accessory per Figure 3 and the following
instructions.

1. Secure the four support angles to the inside corners of
the two side panels with sixteen 3/8" machine screws.

2. Attach six retainer nuts to each side panel (to the front,
back and bottom flanges).

3. Secure the back panel to the back flanges of the two side
panels with four 1/4" machine screws.

4. Tip the indoor unit over onto its back. Remove the bot-
tom panel and save the panel and the screws.

5. Secure the bottom panel, removed in Step 4, to the bot-
tom of the base using the same screws.

6. Secure the front panel to the front of the base with four 1/
4" machine screws.

7. Return the unit with base to the vertical position.

TABLE 1: BASE ACCESSORY TO INDOOR UNIT MODEL# REFERENCE

BASE ACCESSORY MODEL # INDOOR UNIT MODEL #

1BS0450 K*EU060 K*BU060

1BS0451
K*EU090,120 K*ES120 F*EH090,120 K*BU090,120 K*BS120 F*HP*90,120

LA090 FA090 LF-07 FF-07

1BS0452
K*EU180 F*EH180 K*BU180 F*HP*180

LA120 FA120 LF-10 FF-10

FIGURE 1 : BASE ACCESSORY INSTALLED
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Installer should pay particular attention to the words: NOTE, CAUTION and WARNING. Notes are intended to clarify or make
the installation easier. Cautions are given to prevent equipment damage. Warnings are given to alert installer that personal
injury and/or equipment damage may result if installation procedure is not handled properly.
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FIGURE 2 : BASE ACCESSORY MODELS 1BS0450 AND 1BS0451
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FIGURE 3 : BASE ACCESSORY MODEL 1BS0452
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